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It’s All About the Culture!
By Jeffrey C. Steinhoff, CGFM, CPA, CFE, CGMA;
Laura A. Price, MA, CGFM, CPA; and
Edmund L. Green, MBA, CPA, CTP

R

isk management is a common denominator in any
organization and in our everyday personal lives. The
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) decision
to refocus OMB Circular A-123, Management’s
Responsibility for Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
and Internal Control (OMB Circular A-123) on ERM
affirms its critical importance in effectively
and efficiently managing the business
of government.1
Government has no shortage of controls.
But, are they the right ones? Too much control
in the wrong places bogs down operations, while
potentially missing more important risks to mission
achievement. The Playbook: Enterprise Risk Management
for the U.S. Government (the Playbook),2 provides
leading practices that support OMB Circular A-123
implementation. The key to managing risks, however,
is largely cultural and will not be fixed if agencies only
implement the Playbook.
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WHY FOCUS ON RISK CULTURE?
You may be thinking: “Isn’t culture
the ‘soft stuff’ on the management
continuum?” No, culture is the “hard
stuff ” — the intangible missing
link.3 The Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (COSO) ERM Framework
observed that culture “determines
what actually happens, and what rules
are obeyed, bent, or ignored.”4
Management guru Peter Drucker
said: “Culture eats strategy for
breakfast.” The Federal Enterprise
Risk Management 2018 Survey
Results concluded that: “Cultural
and leadership constraints continue
to dominate the barriers associated
with establishing an ERM program
compared to potential procedural or
budgetary limitations.”5
Culture runs far below the surface.
It takes considerable effort and perseverance to address deeply rooted
behavior and biases concerning
how things should be done. Think
of a stately 250-year old oak tree, with
its unseen root system a lifeline far
below the surface. What’s above the
surface in government agencies — the
observable characteristics such as
policies, procedures and published
core values — describe the way something is intended to work; yet what is
unseen below the surface drives how
things really work and get done.

The top layer below the surface
includes norms, behaviors and
attitudes. They may not be seen — or
seen clearly — outside the organization,
but they are well known within the
organization and can be deeply rooted.
The deepest layer contains beliefs,
values, perceptions and assumptions.
These are the most difficult to change.
Government bureaucracies were established over decades with a mindset
of stability and checks and balances
that by design require deliberate and
measured change. Cultural change
transcends presidential administrations and moves slowly. Also, political
appointees, who serve for a relatively
short time, may never really understand the organization’s culture at the
deeper levels.

FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
IN CHANGING RISK CULTURE

are always team players, even if
it’s just “saluting the flag.” Some
will be genuinely enthusiastic and
committed to go the extra mile.
Others will be skeptical, either
advocating for a different solution
but remaining open to change or
fighting for the status quo.
Leading organizations are totally
transparent on the “why” and the end
game. They engage staff at all levels
in framing the issues and developing
solutions. They recognize that a
requirement to do something will
not create the intended result unless
people fully buy into the rationale
and trust the organization and its
leadership. If leaders can make the
connection to beliefs, values, perceptions and assumptions, it becomes
easier to convince people to follow
a new path.
2

Cultural change won’t happen
without a dynamic leader who paves
the way and holds the management
team accountable, while engaging the
rank and file staff. Four fundamental
considerations provide valuable
context6:
1

Leading organizations thoroughly
understand where they are today and
where they want the culture to be in the
future. They identify gaps between

the current and desired risk culture,
which helps define change actions
and inform prioritization. They
recognize current and potential
barriers and enablers. Importantly,
they preserve and leverage what
works within the current culture.
They appreciate cultural differences
and challenges within the organization and equip managers and staff
with insights and tools to navigate
the situation.

Change is personal, and people have a
natural need to know why. Individuals

react to change differently. Some

3

Flexibility is vital to moving culture
in new directions and gaining acceptance for change. Organizational

culture can widely vary between
agencies, offices within agencies,
and professional disciplines. For
example, while both are totally
dedicated to mission achievement,
defense and civilian agencies have
markedly different cultures. This
is not to imply there should be a
universal culture or that one is
better, since cultures will always
naturally differ. What is crucial is
recognizing the need for flexibility
in reshaping risk cultures.

4

The end game is not compliance but
adding value. Don’t fall into the

compliance trap. ERM is not about
checking boxes to demonstrate
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compliance or adding internal
controls. Organizations may
already be awash in policies and
procedures so onerous they jeopardize mission accomplishment and
waste resources. The end game is
better managing risk in order to
more effectively and efficiently
achieve mission objectives. If ERM
is not providing value in those
terms, take a timeout to recalibrate
the initiative. ERM is too important
a concept, and government has
neither time nor resources to spend
on low value compliance exercises.

Figure 1. Five Attributes that Drive Strong Risk Cultures

RISK CULTURE

ATTRIBUTES OF LEADING RISK
CULTURES IN GOVERNMENT
Five attributes that drive strong
risk cultures, highlighted in Figure 1,
represent a continuous process; they
are stronger when they work together.7
Attribute 1: Intense focus on the public
interest. In government, an argument

could be made that a strong risk culture
focuses on “doing the right thing in
the public interest to effectively
and efficiently achieve mission and
strategic objectives with the highest
level of integrity and public service.”
The public is not only the customer,
but also the shareholder, who invests
through tax dollars and provides voting
proxies to elected officials. With trust in
government continuing to hover below
20%,8 the voice and expectations of the
citizenry are paramount to ERM.
The public expects:
• Mission excellence, whether
in protecting the nation or in
delivering social programs;
• Customer service, including
electronic interface;
• Responsiveness to current public
needs;
• Anticipation of and preparation
for rapid response to emerging
needs and risks;
• Efficiency and effectiveness of
programs and operations;
• Prudent spending with full
accountability and transparency
for tax dollars;
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focus on
1 Intense
the public interest

2 Unquestionable
strong tone from
the top

5 Accountability
for actions

values
3 Core
drive behaviors

• Accountability for and
transparency of results;
• Protection of public assets
and resources.
Attribute 2: Unquestionable strong
tone from the top. The tone at the top

represents what top management
truly cares about and how effectively
it communicates priorities and
values, so they become part of the
organizational DNA. People will
take top management’s lead but only
if there is demonstrated commitment
with clear vision and direction. ERM

in
4 Embedded
day-to-day

operations and
decision-making

is not about issuing a memorandum,
sending an e-mail to all staff, or having
a town hall meeting. Staff will need to
see commitment, a sense of urgency,
and clear expectations that focus on
adding value to accomplishing the
mission.
The majority of respondents to
the 2018 ERM Survey, 59%, view
executive-level buy-in and support
as current barriers to establishing
ERM programs. For respondents
from organizations that had not yet
taken the first step by establishing a
program, this total rises to 85%.9
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Consider the following questions:
• Is top management fully invested
in ERM so it permeates throughout
the organization?
• Is ERM treated as a compliance
requirement that falls to the CFO
or inspector general (IG)?
• Does top management agree in
concept but have higher priorities?
• Does ERM even show up on top
management’s radar screen?
Attribute 3: Core values drive behavior.

It would be hard to find a government
organization lacking published core
values — including words like integrity,
trust, honor, accountability, transparency, reliability, respect for others,
service, commitment, collaboration,
openness, honesty, vigilance, community, loyalty, courage and excellence.
A common denominator is “acting
with integrity.” Leading organizations
create a positive work environment
by doing the right things in the right
way and in the public interest. But
does the organization and its staff see
ERM as a component of core values
and vice versa? Connecting those
dots provides direct context as to the
reason risk management is important
to the mission and the attributes the
organization and its people value most.
An organization’s employees
can be the best source of risk intelligence. Are they incentivized to come
forward, or are they concerned about
adverse repercussions to their career?
As a core value, leading organizations
instill the expectation that everyone
“raise their hand” if they see problems,
risks or wrongdoing without fear
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of retaliation. OMB Circular A-123
states: “ERM is beneficial since it
addresses a fundamental organizational issue: the need for information
about major risks to flow both up and
down the organization and across the
organizational structures to improve
the quality of decision-making. ERM
seeks to open channels of communication so the managers have access
to the information they need to make
sound decisions.”
This OMB circular further states:
“Successf ul implementation of
this circular will require agencies
to establish and foster an open,
transparent culture that encourages
people to communicate information
about potential risks and other
concerns with their superiors without
fear of retaliation or blame.”

blamed. This requires a culture of
strong trust and two-way respect
between management and staff.

TRANSFORMING A RISK CULTURE
Cultural transformation requires
creativity and perseverance. The
conceptual framework presented
in Figure 2 (p. 37) centers on eight
transformation drivers: clarit y,
visibility, involvement, role modeling,
practicality, openness, enforcement
and improvement. The transformation drivers are then aligned under
the following four aspects of
transformation.12
1

individual needs to know and
understand what is expected and
how their individual risk behavior
links to the organization’s overall
performance. Top management must
engage, listen and communicate.

Attribute 4: An integral part of day-today operations. Mature ERM programs

are so deeply embedded in normal
operations they become second
nature. OMB Circular A-123 cites
this as part of the ERM end game. The
Government Accountability Office’s
(GAO) Internal Control Standards speak
about mature and highly effective
internal control systems, which are
integral to risk management, as being
“indistinguishable from day-to-day
activities personnel perform.”10

2

Belief and commitment: Everyone

must believe in the added value of
risk management and be committed
to their organization’s risk appetite
and risk management approach.

3

Competencies and context: Everyone

must understand the context
around organizational risks and
develop competent skills to ask
relevant questions and weigh-in
as appropriate.

Attribute 5: Strong accountability for
risk management. A key question in

assessing accountability is whether
reasonable, timely actions are taken
to mitigate risks. GAO and the IGs
continue to report thousands of open
recommendations. Of the 35 areas
on GAO’s latest High-Risk List, six
have remained there since the first
list was created in 1990, with another
five remaining since 1997.11
Embedding an accountability
mind-set in the risk culture demonstrates the seriousness of this
responsibility. It is critical that risk
management expectations be clearly
defined in the performance management system and that staff receive
the commensurate authority and
resources to manage risks. Also, as
mentioned earlier, staff who raise
concerns must feel their views are
valued and appropriately addressed,
without fear the messenger will be

Knowledge and understanding: Each

4

Action and determination: Timely

actions are taken to address the root
cause(s) of risk exposure. When
the three previous transformation
aspects are in place, individuals
will more likely act in accordance
with the agency’s risk strategy and
collectively develop the right risk
culture. Mistakes, near misses, and
even outright failures are normal
parts of the process. People need
to be empowered to take action,
learn from mistakes, and know
that the organization is determined
to execute the agreed-upon risk
strategy.

As shown in Figure 2, within the
risk culture conceptual framework,
two of the eight transformation
drivers are aligned with each of the
four transformation aspects.
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Figure 2. Risk Culture Conceptual Framework
CULTURAL ASPECTS

Knowledge & Understanding

Clarity
Is the ERM program well-defined with clear
and complete policies and procedures that
are understood across the organization?
Do individual employees understand what
is expected and their specific role?

Visibility
Is employee behavior with respect to risk
management (for example, the risk responses
and the effects thereof) visible to the
organization?

Belief & Commitment

Involvement
Do employees feel accountable for the proper
application of risk policies and take ownership
for the organization’s risk strategy?

Role Modeling
Does management lead by example and
display leadership, especially regarding
risk management?

Practicality
Do the organization’s actions correspond to
the risk appetite/tolerance and overall risk
strategy? Are employees enabled to do what
is requested of them in terms managing risks?

Openness
Is it normal to regularly discuss risks, both
current and potential, with an atmosphere
that encourages staff at all levels to raise
their hand when they see a problem, and
then challenges current assumptions and
practices while fostering mutual respect?

Enforcement
Are employees rewarded for responsible
behavior? Is irresponsible behavior
disciplined?

Improvement
Are incidents and near misses evaluated
to determine potential risks? Do employees
feel they learn from mistakes?

Competencies & Context

Action & Determination
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IT’S TIME TO GET STARTED!

Building on the Figure 2 descriptions of each of the four aspects and
the underlying questions framing each
of the eight transformation attributes,
leading organizations consider a series
of statements for which a “yes” answer
is the goal. For example, for openness,
one of two transformation drivers
found in competencies and context,
leading organizations are able to say
“yes” to statements such as:
• Is there openness to doing things
differently, including needed flexibility and innovation?
• Are top management and staff
mindful of changes that introduce
new risks or exacerbate existing
risks to levels beyond the organization’s risk appetite/tolerance?
• When issues arise, are they openly
and professionally discussed in the
organization, with the objective of
collectively solving the problem?13
Leading organizations continually
strive to maintain a holistic understanding of the risk culture and its
continuing effectiveness in an everchanging risk environment. They use
the type of leading practices captured
in the statements undergirding any
conceptual assessment framework
as a guide in conducting surveys,
interviews and focus group sessions
as well as in considering reports of
risk incidents and near misses.
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It is especially important to know
where the views of staff significantly
differ from that of management. For
example, while management may see
itself as open to hearing about risks
and concerns, staff may not see it
that way. This type of disconnect can
undermine ERM. It is also important
to link related issues. For example, in
assessing clarity under knowledge and
understanding, 85% of respondents may
be confident “they could describe the
benefits of having a risk management
policy.” Standing alone, management
may think it’s on the right track.
However, if only 45% responded that
“the level of understanding of the
agency’s policy for managing risk is
high within their organization,” a clear
disconnect requiring management’s
attention exists.
The organization would receive
percentages of “yes” and “no” answers
for each statement related to each
cultural driver. The percentages
represent the relative level of maturity
for each cultural driver. This enables
the organization to more heavily focus
cultural transformation initiatives on
areas in most need of improvement.
Other conceptual frameworks
to assess risk culture may focus on
different transformation drivers
and/or different transformation
aspects — which is okay. Examining
the risk culture using an established,
complete and consistently applied
framework to pinpoint areas of needed
transformation is a leading practice
regardless of the model adopted.

Transforming a culture with roots
as deep as a stately oak may not be
met with consistent understanding
and acceptance across the agency.
Perceptions may vary appreciably
by organizational unit and discipline
within an agency. Nevertheless,
transformation is necessary to manage
risk through a different lens, whereby
culture is not a barrier to ERM but its
enabler.
In the words of Winston Churchill,
“There is nothing wrong with change,
if it is in the right direction.” So, let’s get
started on the “hard stuff” and, through
ERM, meet public expectations
of government that works better
and costs less. Addressing norms,
behaviors, attitudes, beliefs, values,
perceptions and assumptions that
represent an agency’s risk culture will
guide the ERM journey in the “right
direction” and create a foundation to
enable strong risk management.
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